The operators studied are infinite order linear differential operators with constant coefficients. We require that the characteristic function of the operator be analytic in a neighborhood of 0 and have a radius of convergence which is less than that of its reciprocal. It is shown that such operators may be regarded as isomorphisms between Banach spaces of entire functions. These Banach spaces, in every case, are isomorphic to the sequence space c0. Further, translation in the domain plane defines an automorphism on both the domain and range space of the operator.
Let <p(z)= 2SU bjZ' have radius of convergence r (0<r< oo) and suppose that 6(z) = ljcp(z)=^j=aajzi has radius of convergence greater than r. Let D denote the derivative operator and denote by y(D) the operator which takes an analytic function u into 00 (1) <p(D)u = y b:uu\
It is natural to take for the domain of <p(D) the family of entire functions u such that (1) is uniformly convergent on every compact set [3, Lemma 1.1]. Subject to this requirement on its domain, the behavior of the operator y(D) can be completely determined. Under suitable norms, the domain and range of cp(D) are Banach spaces of entire functions, and f(D) is an isomorphism (i.e., a linear homeomorphism) between these spaces. An explicit determination of these spaces was obtained in [1] , where it was shown that the spaces are completely determined by the singularities of tp on the circle \z\=r. The basic structure of the spaces is, however, independent of the function <p. In every case, they are isomorphic to c0, the space of complex sequences with limit 0, normed with the supremum norm. The proof given in [1] for this result relied heavily on infinite matrices and to some extent on the Appell polynomials generated by q>. The purpose of the present paper is to give a somewhat altered proof which avoids these difficulties.
Since 6=1 ¡f is analytic in the closed disk |z|:gr, it follows that cp is zero-free in the closed disk \z\--r, and that its singularities on \z\=r are poles. Let oÇ1, i^q^X, denote the (distinct) poles of <p on \z\=r, and let m(q) denote the order of the pole a, . Set m = max/w(<7), \-_q-_X. The operator <f(D) defines an isomorphism between % and ßr, and this is the principal tool needed to show that & is isomorphic to c0. Let ET denote the space of all entire/such that/'")(0) = o(r"), «-*co, and, for/6 Er, set ||/||2= sup \r"f"\0)\.
The identification off with the sequence {/"""'/'"'(O)}? defines a linear isometry between Er and c0; we shall use differential operators to construct an isomorphic map of !F onto ET.
Apart from Theorem 1, the construction depends on three observations about the spaces ^ and al/. First, note that if m=l (cp has only simple poles on \z\-r), then Q(z)=\ and JF is the space Er. The second observation is slightly deeper and crucial to the argument: the polynomial Q, and therefore the space &■, can not distinguish between a pole of q> of order m and a pole of order m-l. In particular, if we let vx(z) = 6(z) FT (1 -V), *<s) = _L ,
and let ^(px) denote the space obtained from !F by replacing q> by ,«,, then Jr(1a1)=Jr. Since we shall have to consider several spaces, we shall sometimes write ^(cp) and ^((p) for ^ and % and use ^(/¿) and tf¿(p) to denote the spaces obtained by replacing <p by a function ,«. The norm on (¿u) which corresponds to || ■ ||0 will be denoted by N0( ; p), and the norm on lF(fi) which corresponds to || • ||, will be denoted by Nx( ; p). In addition to px and vx, we shall also need the functions We are now in a position to establish an isomorphism between J^ and Er. We have seen that fF=¿F(cp) is the same space as ¿F(pY). Theorem 1 applied to the operator px(D) establishes an isomorphism between (px) and °lt(px); specifically, vx(D) is an isomorphic mapping of ¿F onto ^l(px). We now show that the identity transformation defines an isomorphism between °l/(px) and °í¿(p3). Note that px has no poles of order m-1 on |z|=r and the poles of px of order m on \z\=r are the poles of cp of orders m and »7-1 on |z|=r. To write down the N0 ( ; px) norm of a member of °U(px) is fairly complicated unless one introduces new names for the poles of px. There is, however, no difficulty in writing down the equivalent norm N3( ; px). We have, for u e°li(px), For a fixed complex number iv, let T" denote the operator which transforms an entire function / into (Twf)(z)=f(z+w).
It is worth noting that the spaces °ll and F are translation invariant, i.e., the restriction of Tw to either space is a bijection. As one would expect, the operator Tw (restricted to either space) is bounded and has a bounded inverse. For the time being we take these for granted. Suppose that «ef. From To establish (3) and (4), we need some information about Appell polynomials. Let {pk}0 and {pk}o denote the Appell polynomial sequences generated by <p and p respectively. It is not hard to show that pk(z) = pk(z+w). We shall also need the fact [3, Theorem 2.1] that, for ue°l/, the expansions Therefore p(D)u-Tw{(p(D)u), and the proof is complete.
